CUTTING YOUR COSTS
FUELING YOUR PROFITS
Transtex' family of fuel-saving, aerodynamic solutions now includes ezEDGE, a
three-panel skirt for 53-foot trailers whose durability and performance equals our
single panel solutions.
ezEDGE offers carriers and distributors an American-made p roduct that is easier to transport,

warehouse and install with a competitive price point.
Constructed from the lightest, strongest comp osite material, ezEDGE delivers industry-leading flex,
UV-protection and impact/puncture ratings that ensure our skirts outlast the ownership of your trailers.
ezEDGE is 38 percent lighter than similar competitor's skirts. Built with fewer parts to speed

installation and reduce maintenance, it features flexible panels and mounting brackets to better
withstand the rigors of a harsh roadway environment. Inclined panel joints lessen vibration and all
thermoplastic panels and brackets eliminate carrier's concern with competitors' products with rusting.
Order Item # TT-EZ-1932T - EZ EDGE SKIRT SET, 19FT x 32IN
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0 Ships on one pallet
0 Easily stored because of smaller footprint

0 Installation by two people can be done in
40 minutes without special tools
0 Available at distributors

ezEDGE CONFIGURATION AND ASSEMBLY

Number of Panels: 3

Length: 19'

Height: 32 11

Weight: 142 lbs.
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ASSURED PERFORMANCE
UNDER ALL CONDI TIONS

Intensive use and harsh conditions place high demand on trailer skirt
performance. ezEDGE has been designed to withstand these challenges.
Manufactured from a top rated, light and strong glass-reinforced thermoplastic composite
material, ezEDGE has flex and impact ratings that ensure the skirt is as tough as your trailer.

TRANSTEX: A NAME YOU CAN TRUST
ezEDGE is our response to carrier and distributor requests for a product whose performance, cost and warranty
rivals single panel offerings, but whose physical handling and warehousing is easier and less costly.
Transtex skirts have been selected by many of the trucking industry's leading carriers, including Averitt
Express, Celadon, Covenant Transport, Saia, TCSI-Transland and Werner Enterprises, because of their
unparalleled performance and reliability.
Order Item # TT-EZ-1932T - EZ EDGE SKIRT SET, 19FT x 32IN
STEEL SKIN &
COMPOSITE CORE PANELS

OTHERS

Flex
Rating

5

2

3

Impact
Resistance

High

Average

High

Weight

142 lbs.

220 - 250 lbs.

180+ lbs.

Installation
Time (2 people)

40 minutes

60 - 120 minutes

60 - 90 minutes

Ease of
Handling

Best

Complicated/Difficu It

Average/Complicated
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